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Conventions and Modelling Standards 
Unless otherwise indicated, UML 2.3 diagrams are used to model various aspects of the C-MSE 

software.  Whenever software artefacts (such as sources file names, class names, etc) are mentioned 

in the text, the artefact is identified as such by using a Courier font. 

Occasionally, tricky aspects of the development environment will be discussed.  Potential pitfalls are 

highlighted as follows: 

 
Here is some potential pitfall warning text. Ignore at your own risk! 

Overview 

A System Domain Model 
I find it beneficial to have an introductory domain model, giving developers an idea of basically the 

major players we expect to see in the software, regardless of implementation details.  Figure 1 is a 

domain model for the C-MSE. 

 

Figure 1 - A System domain model of the C-MSE 

The C-MSE has a number of projects.  Each project contains a number of scenarios.  A scenario runs 

a number of composite models which are simply a number of models of the same type composed 

together.  Models use model data, and their behaviour is governed by parameters.  Parameters are 

considered part of a model.  Change the parameters, and you have a different model.  “Model 

http://www.uml.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_model
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Modules” run composite models.  “Service Modules” support model modules in their evaluation.  

Composite models (and the models they are composed of) have a model type based on the 

Functional Area that models are based on.  A scenario can only have a single composite model from 

a given functional area. 

The C-MSE Architecture 
Figure 2 is a free-form (non-UML) graphical representation of the overall C-MSE architecture: 

 

Figure 2 - The C-MSE Architecture 

The user screens (which are Windows Forms), and two types of modules (MSE service and MSE 

model) interact via custom communications backbone.  The MSEExecutive supplies communications 

support, allowing components to exchange data along this communications backbone.  These 

components are constructed from of a number of ‘foundational’ class libraries. 
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Architecture & Design Guidelines 

The architecture of the C-MSE is captured through a number of guidelines which are described in the 

following subsections. As a rule, the software should conform to these guidelines. 

 
There are a number of places throughout the code-base that fail to follow these 
architecture guidelines.  They are few, and currently causing no serious issues.  As a general 
rule, if a non-conformance is found and easy to refactor, just go ahead and do it.  

Ensure a Loosely-Layered Architecture Style 

The C-MSE architecture is logically partitioned into three layers in a relaxed or loosely-layered 

architecture style (Kriebel et al., 2001) as per the package dependency diagram in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3 - C-MSE Package Dependency Diagram 

With this architecture style, a package at a higher layer of abstraction may only depend on packages 

at any lower layer.  A dependent layer may rely on lower layers not necessarily adjacent to it, hence 

the term “loose”. 

Ensure Independent Component Architecture Style 

The C-MSE adopts an independent component architecture style (Bass et al., 1997). For this style of 

architecture, we delegate functionality such that, where possible, there is a one-to-one relationship 

between a key MSE task and a component responsible for implementing that task.  All expertise and 
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data needed to perform a task are concentrated in one component.  A detailed discussion on inter-

component communication is left to later. 

 

Figure 4 - C-MSE Component Diagram 

Figure 4 is a component diagram for the C-MSE where directed lines indicate only typical interaction 

between components.  It’s entirely possible for a component to talk to any other one if the need 

arises.  We simplify the diagram here to point out typical functional relationships between 

components. 

Ensure a Repository Coordinated Architecture 

Flexibility is a key non-functional attribute of the C-MSE.  In order to maximise MSE scenario 

specification flexibility, the C-MSE stores model configuration that make up management scenarios 

within a database, rather than hard-coding it into the programming of the MSE application.  The C-

MSE can thus be said to have adopted a data-centric architectural style using a repository 

coordination model (Bass et al., 1997). 
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The C-MSE architecture is data-centric in the sense that the order of evaluation of a C-MSE 

specification is driven, or coordinated, by the data.  A detailed discussion of how the software 

achieves this is left until later. 

Implement Iteratively 

To allow iterative implementation, the C-MSE application is designed to allow incomplete scenarios 

to be specified and evaluated, and to make it easy to leave out components, or to replace 

components acting as test stubs, adding more evolved component behaviour as we learn.  It is also 

expected that all changes that are passed between developers at least compile and run.  

Where Possible, “Buy, Don’t Build” 

Te aim here is that wherever possible, buy third-party commercially available software modules 

instead of producing them in-house.  Though we do use do make some use of freeware libraries, we 

tend to eschew libraries (commercial or not) where we cannot guarantee a quick turnaround on 

bugs found in these libraries.  This is done purely to allow us to focus on issues novel to the C-MSE. 

Design for Naive User Enticement 

A number of design choices (like needing a default parameter set per model, and supporting a model 

of implicit guidance through the software) are done with the intent of enticing unexperienced users 

to engage with the software, whilst they build skills leading to the final goal of scenario specification 

and evaluation.  

Design for Ease of Knowledge Sharing 

Design deliberately ensures that C-MSE data can be easily shared with external systems.  This is in 

recognition that the C-MSE is an enabling tool, and the more easily it supports exploration (even 

outside its boundaries), the more successful a fit it will be for natural resource management staff. 

Source Code Detail 
The remainder of this document contains detail on the actual source code that are relevant to a 

developer coming up to speed quickly with the C-MSE codebase. 

Introducing the source code 
The C-MSE application is written completely in VB.NET, and is currently approximately 276 thousand 

lines of code in 229 distinct source files (these figures do not include project data files). It was 

constructed and tested in Visual Studio 2008 under Windows XP.  It is possible to upgrade the 

development environment to Visual Studio 2010 with trivial code changes. 

Due to 3rd-party dependencies described later, the C-MSE is capable of running only on 32 bit 

Windows Operating Systems.  We have had mixed success running it on Windows 7, and have not 

yet gotten to the bottom on why it will work on some Windows 7 installs and not others. 

Developing the C-MSE involves the installation of a number of applications the C-MSE depends upon, 

and a copy of the development source-code.  The following applications need to be installed as pre-

requisites to developing with the C-MSE: 

 Full MapWindow GIS application installation (version 4.8, Release candidate 1) 

 NMath 5.0, NMath Stats 3.3 

http://www.mapwindow.org/downloads/index.php?show_details=1
http://www.centerspace.net/
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 Syncfusion Essential Studio 10.1.0.44 

 Steema TeeChart for .NET 2009 

 Netica 4.04 

 NUnit 2.5.7 (optional) 

Figure 5 s a snapshot of the directory structure of the C-MSE source tree: 

 

Figure 5 - C-MSE Source Directory Hierarchy 

 
There are hardcoded dependencies within the source of the C-MSE that expect the code-
base to reside on Windows drive labelled “D:” in a directory called “MSEDevelopment”.  You 
will need to recreate this directory setup to successfully develop within the C-MSE. 

 

The TRaCKDaly.sln solution file is the key file for development, and resides on the path: 

D:\MSEDevelopment\MSE_Applications\TRaCKDaly\ 

Open this solution file with Visual Studio to begin editing the application source. Upon opening the 

solution, find the solution explorer listing the projects the solution is composed of, as per Figure 6. 

http://www.syncfusion.com/products
http://www.steema.com/teechart/net
http://www.norsys.com/netica.html
http://www.nunit.org/
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Figure 6 - Solution Explorer inside Visual Studio 

Structure of the C-MSE Source 
Figure 7 shows three high-level views (see the  4+1 methodology) of the C-MSE software and how 

elements from these views are related to each other. 

The TRaCKDaly.sln solution file binds the entire development project together and is marked 

with the “Development View” UML note.  This view is essentially what we see in the Visual Studio 

Solution Explorer.  It contains the C2MSEDistrib deployment project and a number of .NET 

Assembly projects, which in turn contain the source-code of the system. 

The C2MSEDistrib .NET Deployment project describes how to build the 

DalyMSEDistribV5.msi file containing these assemblies.  The MSI file, and the portable 

executable files generated from the .NET assemblies are pictured in the "Deployment View".  The 

MSEServiceModules assembly generates an executable file containing the Windows Form that 

acts to bootstrap the running system.  The remaining .NET Assembly projects generate class library 

DLLs of the same name as their matching assembly. 

Each of the .NET Assemblies forms part of the overall MSE Namespace.  The namespace hierarchy, 

depicted as packages with dependency lines, forms the "Logical View" of the software. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4%2B1_Architectural_View_Model
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Figure 7 - Overall Structure of the C-MSE 

Generating a C-MSE Installer 
The C2CMSEDistrib project in the TRaCKMSE solution is a .NET Deployment project.  Rebuild 

the C-MSE installer by right-clicking on the C2CMSEDistrib project, and choosing the Rebuild 

option. The resulting installer file DalyMSEDistribV5.msi is deposited in the directory:  

D:\MSEDevelopment\Distribution\DalyV1\ 

The deployment options are limited within Visual Studio 2008.  For a good introduction on the 

features of the .NET Deployment project, see this discussion, which is most useful for describing how 

to introduce shortcuts to executable programs within the deployment, and to establish deployment 

start menu options. 

 
A .NET deployment project turns out to be a relatively poor mechanism for deploying a 
.NET solution.  In Visual Studio 2010, a limited edition InstallShield version has been 
included as an alternative to .NET Deployment projects. Alternatives to deployment prior to 
Visual Studio 2010 are invariably external tools that cannot be run within Visual Studio. 
 
Visual Studio 2008 has limits on the size of files that it can combine into an MSI file.  
Including necessary large databases has stopped us in the past from being able to generate 
these installer files. 

 

As a work around to the issue with large MSI files not being easily generated, we ship the database 

and necessary MapWindows shape files separately in a zip file called C2CMSEData.zip which is also 

stored in the same directory as the MSI file.  This zip file is currently being manually generated from 

the various shape files and application databases stored in: 

D:\MSEDevelopment\MSE_Applications\TRaCKDaly\Data 

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/cd3aa3/6860/
http://www.flexerasoftware.com/products/installshield.htm
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Specifically, three of the necessary four databases (described below) and all shape files in the 

Data\shapes directory are packed into the zip file. The database C2C_MSEProjects.mdb 

ships within the MSI file given the small size and essentially static nature of this database. 

Database Details 
The C-MSE relies on four distinct Microsoft Access 2003 databases.  The development directory 

hierarchy typically has these databases stored in: 

D:\MSEDevelopment\MSE_Applications\TRaCKDaly\Data 

D:\MSEDevelopment\MSE_Applications 

 
The choice of Microsoft Access as a database technology has its pros and cons.  The 
greatest strength is its usability by non-developers, making model data easily sharable and 
queried between MSE installations.  This has to date, trumped its major drawback. 
 
The drawback, however, is that the Jet database engine is used to gain programmatic 
access.  From Microsoft’s standpoint, Jet is a depreciated technology, and no 64-bit release 
will be forthcoming.  It looks possible that by upgrading to Microsoft Access 2010, and using 
their 64-bit ACE driver (which essentially fills the niche of a 64-bit Jet driver), we’d have a 
path through to 64-bit deployments of the C-MSE.  

 

The databases, their roles and whether they ship via C2CMSEData.zip are listed below: 

Database Name Role C2CMSEData.zip 
C2C_MSEProjects.mdb A simple database containing a mapping 

of distinct MSE projects against the Inputs 
and Results databases each project uses. 

No 

DalyMSEInputs.mdb Contains all relevant data necessary to run 
an MSE evaluation, including actual time-
series data and model parameters.  

Yes 

DalyMSEResults.mdb Contains all results data from MSE 
evaluations.  

Yes 

DalyCalib.mdb This is a cut-down variant of the 
DalyMSEInputs.mdb database, allowing 
calibration of the catchment response 
model to continue without upsetting MSE 
development. 

Yes 

 

Each of the databases has a special meta-data table called MSEDBDetail that identifies its 

database type and version. The type can only be one of: 

 Projects 

 Inputs 

 Results 

 Calibration 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Jet_Database_Engine
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The database version is a timestamp string (for example, “2/12/2011 11:30”).  Together, these two 

pieces of information ensure that a database cannot be used for a purpose for which it is not 

intended. 

 
Whenever there is an update that forces incompatibilities between database versions, the 
timestamp for a given database needs to also be updated.  To ensure that the code is 
checking the right timestamp, the source file for the DataService component 
(cls_DataService.vb) contains one private constant string member per database 
with the version string that a database needs to match against. 
 
Typically, updates to the version string are a result of changing model parameter structure 
within the DalyMSEInputs.mdb database.  

 

Understanding the Inputs/Calibration Database Lifecycle 

An activity diagram capturing the basic lifecycle of the calibration database with respect to the 

Inputs database is supplied in Figure 8. The "typical set of activities" that calibration is engaged in is 

captured by heavy arrows linking those typical activities. 

 

Figure 8 - Activity Diagram of Inputs vs Calibration database 

In essence, a calibration database starts out as a cut-down copy of an Inputs database with data that 

matters to calibrating the catchment response model. Calibration activities are carried out until the 

calibrator is happy that we have a well tuned catchment response model, whereupon the calibrated 

models and driving data are folded back into the Inputs database. 

There are two flavours of dataset that contribute to calibration.  The first I’ve nicknamed “drivers”, 

and the second, “model configuration”.  The drivers are often externally source datasets, capturing 
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measured field data of some nature (like rainfall).  The “model configuration” datasets involve model 

parameters and associated data required to simulate the catchment’s water behaviour.  

The following tables, common to both the Inputs and Calibration databases constitute the drivers: 

 Rain 

 PET (Potentialevapotranspiration) 

 DalyFlow 

 DalyFlowSites 

Cleaning up driver data can be a dark art. Given that it often happens at calibration time, the 

calibration database, while it is "in play", is the authority database for driver data. Or in other words, 

if there are discrepancies between the Inputs and the Calibration databases in any of these tables, 

the Calibration database is considered king for resolving inconsistencies. 

The only parameters that matter to calibration are those created to tweak the evaluation results of 

the catchment response model. All parameters for all models are stored in the single "Params" table, 

common to both databases. Revisiting the parameters for the catchment response model is typically 

done in the Params table (discussed later) of the Inputs database.  As a result, the "Default” 

catchment response parameter set residing in the Inputs database is the authority when it comes to 

supplying the calibration database a "seeding set" of catchment response parameters. 

Bootstrapping Behaviour 
The MSEServiceModules assembly contains a bootstrapping Windows Form class called 

frm_MSE_UI.  The setup is defined on the MSEServiceModules project’s Application tab. 

 

Figure 9 - C-MSE Bootstrapping Sequence Diagram 
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When the application is run, the New() constructor of this form is invoked. This constructor creates 

and displays a splash-screen. It then self-initialises with its Init() method, and finally shows itself 

to the user so that they may begin interacting with the running MSE application. 

 
The Splash Screen identifies the release number and date of release via two text fields.  This 
is the primary means through which users can report the version of software they’re 
running.  Whenever a user release is to be shipped, these fields should be updated.  
Currently, this is a manual process. 

 
Figure 10 - Init method of the main MSE form. 

Figure 10 shows a simplified sequence diagram of the Init() method of frm_MSE_UI.  It’s this 

method that ultimately initialises each of the tabs that form the main user form of the C-MSE. A flag 

m_FormIsInitialising is used to help component event handlers from misfiring as these 

event handlers are wired into the C-MSE screen. Being the bootstrap initialisation, it is handled 

differently to how typical component initialisation is done (see later for a discussion on typical 

component initialisation).  This form’s Init() method creates and starts the cls_UIService 

component. The MSEExecutive reference (described in the Messaging section) received from the 

cls_UIService is ultimately used to coordinate all component initialisation through the system. 

 
frm_MSE_UI and cls_UIService both exhibit “God Object” characteristics.  
frm_MSE_UI is particularly notorious, as event-firing from one tab can frequently have 
subtle, painful side-effects in (apparently) unrelated tabs.  It is a prime candidate for further 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_object
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refactoring, using a model of one .NET User Control per tab as per recent tab additions.  
 
cls_UIService is the gateway that every form uses to access the messaging 
infrastructure.  Refactoring of the messaging (discussed later) would allow the forms 
themselves to become first-class component citizens. With that in place, cls_UIService 
can stop being the one-stop shop for everything messaging-wise needed by all forms.  
Messaging specific to a form can be moved to that form, leaving only shared form 
messaging with cls_UIService.  

Messaging 
Messaging between components is such a common feature of the code that there’s no real point in 

discussing deeper aspects of the C-MSE until messaging has been introduced.  The C-MSE 

communications backbone is a lightweight middleware messaging framework, isolated in its own 

distinct architecture layer, paving the way for a future distributed computing model.  This 

communications backbone is currently best categorised as a Procedure-Oriented Middleware (Bishop 

and Karne, 2000).  The lion’s share of the messaging infrastructure resides in the MSE.Base 

namespace (the MSEBase .NET project), as depicted in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 11 - Messaging Dependency Diagram 

 
MSE.Base code is ripe for some major refactoring.  To truly contain messaging, and loosen 
it up for a distributed communications model, the messaging primitive structures should be 
folded into MSE.Base.  There is a circular dependency between cls_MSEExecutive 
and cls_MSEModuleBase that can be reworked with dependency injection via a factory 
pattern.  Also, cls_MSEExecutive needs to be split, with model execution code moving 
into the more appropriate MSE.Modules.Model layer of the architecture.  The model 

execution code should move into MSE.Modules.Model as well, as it’s not strictly 
messaging.  With dependency injection, forms themselves can be made components.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dependency_injection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factory_method_pattern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factory_method_pattern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factory_method_pattern
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The message structure is loosely defined, requiring only header addressing information with a 

freeform approach to the message payload.  This “semi-structured” approach to messaging is to 

avoid typical limiting of a system’s flexibility that has been dubbed the “Brittle Parameter Problem” 

(Lee et al., 2003).  Below is a message class diagram, showcasing this flexibility: 

 

Figure 12 - Message_tag class diagram 

Ultimately, a component is free to place any value they want with a unique “key” to that value 

within the hashtable of the message.  A receiving component, need pick out only those piece of a 

message it cares for.  So long as both components are in agreement on the kind of data they expect 

from any given key in the HashTable, the remainder of the system can remain completely oblivious 

to the particulars of any given message. 

The Messages_tag.Status enumeration is used to track where a message is within its lifecycle.  

Figure 13 shows a UML state transition diagram of the lifecycle of MSE application messages. 
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Figure 13 - Message State Transition Diagram 

 

Typical messaging between two components is captured in Figure 14: 

 

Figure 14 - Messaging Sequence Diagram 
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In Figure 14, we see that in inheriting off MSEModuleBase, a components is capable of processing 

a number of “default” message actions (“init”, “command” and “finalize”).  If the action is not one of 

the base support actions, the message is passed onto the component’s MessageParser() 

method for processing.  It’s within the MessageParser() method that a component is free to 

add whatever message processing that it should support.  

Components/Module 
A naming convention of Module has been used throughout the codebase for what software 

profressionals are more used to considering “components”.  The terms may be used 

interchangeably, so long as you’re clear that there are .NET modules used in the codebase that are 

not actually components (C-MSE Modules). 

Dependencies 

All components are subtypes of the class cls_MSEModuleBase which contains communication 

primitives.  Without this inheritance, a component cannot send or receive C-MSE messages. The 

class cls_MSEModuleBase implements the IMSECom interface which, unsurprisingly depends on 

Message_tag. 

 

Figure 15 - DataService Component Dependency Diagram 
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This component dependency is depicted in Figure 15 using the DataService component as an 

example.  The DataService is the only component through which all database communications 

go.  Most of the effort in database interactions focus around model parameters, depicted here in 

cls_Params_tag (more will be said on parameters later).  The DataService component also 

relies on the ADO framework, with the class cls_ADO acting as an implementation of the Adapter 

pattern for the Microsoft ADO assembly. 

Initialisation 

Figure 16 is a sequence diagram depicting the process that a component goes through in order to 

become initialised.  Once initialised, it’s capable of interacting with other components via messaging.  

A component’s initialisation is driven by a message containing detail on how it should be set up. 

 

Figure 16 - Module Initialisation Sequence Diagram 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adapter_pattern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adapter_pattern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adapter_pattern
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Scenario Evaluation 
Figure 17 depicts a sequence diagram showing the high-level messaging between components that 

occur in the evaluation of a scenario.  Once a component receives its “ExecuteTimestep” message, it 

tends to vary in messaging depending on what it needs and offers to the other models.  This 

sequence diagram captures the generic messaging that occurs in managing the overall evaluation of 

the models being evaluated in a number of scenarios. 

 

Figure 17 - Scenario Evaluation Sequence Diagram 

Model Parameters 
Model parameters are possibly the hardest concept a new developer is required to get their teeth 

into.  At different levels of abstraction, the encoding and usage of parameters change.  In the 

database, the Params table contains all configuration for the C-MSE from its generic settings, to its 

scenarios and right down to individual models.  The only exception to this rule is the occasional 

Relationship/DelationshipDetail pair, which encode sparsely populated relationships 

that the occasional model parameter requires.  These tables are depicted in Figure 18.   
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Parameters in the Database 

The Params table design allows it to arbitrarily store nested parameters and/or collections of 

parameters such as arrays. This flexibility means that we no longer have to revisit database 

definitions every time we add or change a model’s parameters.  When parameters change, we only 

need to revisit how we encode/decode the parameters to and from the database. 

 

Figure 18 - Parameter Data Tables in the Inputs Database 

Figure 19 annotates a simplified database parameter set, showcasing nested parameters. 

 

Figure 19 - Example Parameter Set 
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Parameters  in DataTables and Recordsets 

The class cls_Params_tag is a container for a complete single model parameter set.  It consists 

of a ParameterTable, and optionally, a RelationshipDataTable and its complementary 

RelationshipDetailDataTable.  All three are aligned in terms of data type and column 

names to exactly match their database table equivalents depicted in Figure 18.  A class diagram 

depicting the class dependencies of cls_Params_tag is provided in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 - The cls_Params_tag class diagram 

All data tables used in the MSE for marshalling to/from a database inherit off the abstract 

MSEDataTable.  This table along with its matching MSEDataRow provide general support for 

isolating ADO’s Recordset Nullable values, which can be a nightmare to manage if not contained.  

Using ParameterTable as an example, strongly typed Properties are added to ParameterRow that 

match the column names and types of the Params database table. 

Within the Params.vb module, there is a class called MSEDataTableRecordSetParser (not 

depicted) that uses reflection to convert any MSEDataTable to/from ADO Recordsets.  So long 
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as the row’s relevant property type is compatible with its matching database column, and the 

property name is the same as its matching database column, DataTable conversion is a snap. 

 
DataTable is part of the ADO.NET framework, whereas Recordset is part of the ADO 
framework.  This mishmash of database binding frameworks is a deliberate project decision.  
We’re using DataTables for their excellent in-memory datastore facilities, relying on 

LINQ queries to isolate various rows, etc within a parameter set.  Recordsets are only 
ever used at the very edge of database save/load behaviour. 
 
We’re using the ADO framework for actual database access because it’s a better fit to the 
database usage of the C-MSE than ADO.NET which makes the assumption that all 
database access is across a network. ADO is designed instead along the lines of staying 
connected to the database for extended periods of time, which a more natural match to the 
C-MSE’s data marshalling requirements. 

Parameters in Structures 

It’s too slow to constantly execute queries on the lower-level DataTable constructs, so we’re 

required to re-express model parameters in a way that allows faster model execution.  VB.NET 

Structures are stack-based constructs.  This also makes them faster than heap-based Objects. We 

use these structures for their speed when evaluating models. 

Each model has a matching model structure (typically named <model>_tag, and defined in 

MSEInterfacesStructsEnumsGlobals.vb).  Each tag structure has a matching pair of 

methods for converting lower-level parameter data to/from tag structures called 

FromParamsToStruct() and FromStructToParams().  Note that a _tag structure is now 

specialised to a model, and not a generically reusable construct like the lower-level constructs 

already discussed. 

The SubModels_tag structure is the one that the example Params data in marshals to and from. 

Parameters at the User Interface 

Each model has a dedicated “special editor”.  GUI constructs on the editor don’t always align well 

with the _tag structures discussed above.  Typically, another level of marshalling data to and from 

the GUI components is also needed.  Using the same example as above, the SubModels_tag 

special editor is frm_CompositeModelEditor.vb.  The marshalling methods take the typical 

names of FromUIToStruct() and FromStructToUI(). 

Prototype automated code around Parameter/Structure Marshalling 

The class cls_Params_tag also implements a prototype parsing facility that automatically 

converts _tag structures to/from the various DataTables that go into a single model parameter 

set.  It’s a prototype in the sense that it’s been run only in a limited, testing capacity.  When it was 

last run, it was behaving as intended. 

Two cls_Params_tag methods Paramatise() and createParameterModelObject() 

convert a _tag to parameter tables, and parameter tables into a _tag respectively.  They do this 

through a recursive algorithm using .NET reflection. 
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Two things made this prototype particularly difficult to implement (as if recursion and 
reflection wasn’t enough of a challenge). 
 
The first is that we can’t deserialise a .NET object without knowing a rich amount of data 

about exactly what version, assembly, etc it has.  To cater for this, There is a NewParams 
table in the Inputs Database with a new column called “ObjectType” which stores the 
Type.AssemblyQualifiedName() detail for each object instance that needs storing. 
 
The second issue I ran across one of the few non-syntax instances of VB.NET differing from 

C# in how they execute.  The reflection method FieldInfo.SetValue() fails silently 
on VB.NET structures if you don't first re-cast the object reference to a value type. See here 
for the gory detail. 
 
In short, this code isn’t trivial.  You have been warned. 

 

The prototype acknowledges that _tag structures are essentially for fast model runs, and are non-

stochastic when running.  The stochastic information needs to be specified and edited within the 

model special editors however.   

To deal with this, we’ve implemented a _ptag structure approach where each _ptag (parameter 

tag) class has a matching non-stochastic _tag class.   The prototype will build a _ptag object if 

asked, or a stochastically sampled _tag structure off the same parameter set.  This can only work 

when the _ptag definition for a _tag is perfectly aligned in terms of its modeller class definitions.   

For an idea on how this works, the _ptag definitions are all stored in 

MSEServiceModules/Classes/ModelStructures.vb.  Visually compare one of the 

smaller _ptag structures against its equivalent _tag within 

MSEBase/MSEInterfacesStructsEnumsGlobals.vb. 

Testing the reflection parser relied heavily on a suite of NUnit tests that exercises the functionality 

of the parser.  See MSETest/MSEBase/ParamsTest.vb for the suite of tests written. 

Moving Parameters from the old manual mechanism to the Reflection Parser mechanism 

1. Start with a new table NewParams which should be a copy of the Params Table with a 

new ObjectType text field. 

2. Temporarily add the ObjectType column to the Params table (at the same spot in column 

ordering as where you put it in NewParams) to allow cut-and-paste between the tables. 

3. Copy the "Maintenance" table entries (MUID = -1) from Params and paste that set of 

records into NewParams 

4. Drop the ObjectType column from Params 

Ensuring matching PTAG/TAG Structures 

1. The PTag structure should have the same prefix, but a suffix of _ptag instead of _tag 

2. The Ptag structure needs to implement the IParentParam interface 

3. Each public field of the _ptag structure that should be turned into row(s) of 

ParameterTable should have its IParentParam or ILeafParam equivalent named 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/448158/reflection-on-structure-differs-from-class-but-only-in-code
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exactly the same as it is in the _tag. For instance, if the _tag has a field IsActive of type 

boolean, the _ptag needs a field of exactly the same name of type ParamBoolean. 

4. All temporary fields of the structure (not to be stored with ParameterTable) in both the 

_ptag and _tag structures should be marked with the attribute 

<NotParamsParsable()>. 

5. The _ptag must always implement the function "ModellerType()" which returns its 

equivalent _tag type. 

6. The _ptag must implement a FromStructToParams() call that utilises the relfection 

parser by creating a new cls_Params_tag (see ModelStructures.vb for examples) 

7. The _ptag must implement a FromParamsToStruct() call that re-implements the 

"manual" mapping of parameters to structures found in its equivalent 

_tag.FromParamsToStruct(). It's pretty much the same code, except that we need 

to use the utility method cls_Params_tag.LeafRowToILeafParam() to move full 

leaf information into the leaf structure. 

8. The _ptag must implement a NewFromParamsToStruct() that invokes 

cls_Params_tag.CreateParameterModelObject() 

9. The _tag must implement a NewFromParamsToStruct() that invokes 

cls_Params_tag.CreateModelObject() 

Once we’re fully convinced that the new parameter encoding/decoding approach works, we can 

fully replace the manual calls with the automated ones.  The above instructions are for cutting the 

data over from one format to another by utilising the manual code for getting the old format into 

the structure. 

Other Possible Future Work 
The C-MSE, through a process of radical iteration of functional prototypes, has managed to 

accumulate a large degree of what’s dubbed “technical debt” in software-engineering circles.  This 

section lists a number of things that could be addressed in future iterations of the C-MSE to reduce 

this technical debt, thereby making it easier to manage the codebase as it continues to evolve. There 

is no particular urgency to these issues, as the software works as-is.  If there are plans in the future 

to commercialise the software, however, they may need to be re-examined. 

 Remove the hard-coded dependencies with the source-code that force the development 

environment to live at “D:/MSEDevelopment” 

 Enhance Visual Studio 2008 Deployment Project: 

o An uninstall option can be offered in the deployment as a shortcut to the msiexec 

utility.  For a more thorough discussion on everything possible with deployment 

projects, see the following two part-series (part 1,  part 2). 

o If a developer wants a "tricky" deployment, .NET deployment projects allow the 

developer to execute shell commands for a degree of extra freedom in deployment. 

However, the most control over "tricky" deployment a programmer can obtain is via 

defining their own installer classes for custom actions. 

 Upgrade to Visual Studio 2010: 

o Consider a more powerful form of deployment project available with Visual Studio 

2010 and later versions (native InstallShield, or 3rd-party product). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_debt
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/61691/how-to-add-uninstall-option-in-net-setup-project
http://www.codeguru.com/csharp/.net/net_general/visualstudionetadd-ins/article.php/c7219
http://www.developer.com/net/article.php/10916_3356411_4/Deploying-Windows-Applications-with-Visual-StudioNET-Part-2.htm
http://openlandscape.wordpress.com/2009/03/23/executing-shell-commands-from-a-visual-studio-deployment-project/
http://devcity.net/Articles/339/1/article.aspx
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 Thematic review of try/catch block usage.  Some work has been done here to stop catch 

sections from silently burying exceptions being raised.  However, the following things should 

also be considered, given the runtime overheads of processing a try block: 

o Reduce the scope of a try block down to only what pieces of code can raise an 

exception.  Often, it’s been easier to just wrap entire large swathes of code in a try 

block, which has had poor runtime results. 

o Remove try blocks where possible by using non-exception raising equivalent code.  

For example, favour Date.tryParse() over Date.parse() as the former will 

not throw exceptions if a non-date is passed in as a string. 

o Rework our own convenient approaches where we simply throw an exception 

instead of passing a pass/fail return code back up the stack. 

 3rd-party dependency handling needs an overhaul: 

o Right now, 3rd-party dependencies are simply installed and included as references 

from wherever their install directories are.  This introduces the potential for copies 

of the source repository to act differently based on whether a particular copy is 

using different 3rd-party software versions to another.  A typical approach here is to 

include the dependency assemblies in a dedicated folder of the source repository, 

and to reference them from that directory.  This then stops the potential for 

different behaviour across machines thanks to mismatched 3rd-party dependencies. 

 Find a way to allow stochastic runs of an evaluation to be added to a set of pre-existing 

stochastic runs instead of the current approach where the entire old set is destroyed. 

 The DalyMSEResults database MSEMaster table should record the models that went 

into a composite model at time of evaluation. Extra detail (such as a copy of the parameters 

used) is deemed as having insufficient bang for buck. 

 The cls_Param_tag structure has been slowly retired from the codebase, but there is 

still one chunk of work left to do, which is to cut the various 

_tag.FromStructToParam() calls across to ParameterRow usage. 

 Message actions “DataRequest”, “RunQuery” and “Command” are so similar as to be 

arguably the same semantics.  Consider folding all such actions into the one standardised 

flavour. 

 Consider replacing storage of DataTables (whose cells cannot be made stochastic) within 

parameter sets with an alternate matrix structure where we can add stochasticity to each 

cell of the matrix, and to allow possibly multi-dimensional matrices.  I’ve done some work on 

understanding how to do multi-dimensional matrices here.  

 

http://lindsaybradford.wordpress.com/2011/03/25/one-n-dimensional-array-two-vectors/

